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Biodiversity 

Management Plan

A BMP, in contrast to a BAP, is an operational

document developed largely to assist site managers

and contractors in the practical management of

biodiversity on site.

The BMP is an auditable management plan,

integrated into a project’s environmental

management system (EMS), which defines

responsible parties for an action, monitoring and/or

verification requirements of an action, and

implementation schedule or frequency for an action.

As Digby Wells we have vast experience in

preparing BMPs and we work with our clients to

ensure that they are measurable and achievable for

the desired goal.

Biodiversity Strategy

A biodiversity strategy is the unique formula for the

successful achievement of biodiversity goals that serves

to govern the day-to-day activities of a company’s

operations.

The strategy will guide the development of the

operational biodiversity action plans (BAPs) and

biodiversity management plans (BMPs). It will also form

a framework for helping to consider mid-term deviations

from these plans.

A good strategy should ensure consistency in

management actions from one year to the next enabling

the company to build upon the accomplishments of the

previous year.

Digby Wells can help you develop a biodiversity strategy

that is specific to your organisation’s unique context.

Biodiversity 

Action Plan

According to the International Finance Corporation’s

(IFC) Guidance Note 6, a BAP should describe the actions

and rationale for how a operation’s mitigation strategy

will achieve the company biodiversity goal/s (such as no

net loss of biodiversity or net positive impact).

It should outline the operation’s approach to

implementing the mitigation hierarchy as well as the

biodiversity roles and responsibilities for staff and

partners. At Digby Wells we are able to assist our clients

with the development of these site specific biodiversity

strategies.

Biodiversity Policy

Policies are essential for effective and consistent

communication within organisations. They should

reflect current practice and community

expectations, assist in accountability and provide

tangible evidence of intended practices that are

consistent with the organisation’s values.

Policies should be regularly reviewed, evaluated

and updated. Digby Wells can help you develop a

biodiversity policy, where needed, or evaluate and

update your existing policy.

Biodiversity Strategy

Biodiversity Management Plan

Biodiversity Action Plan

On World Environment Day, 5 June 2020

we celebrated the natural bounty of our

planet, driven by our vision “To move us

from the world we live in, to the world we

seek”, Digby Wells Environmental has, for

the last 25 years, provided sustainable

environmental and social solutions

throughout the resources industry.

This year, the theme for World Environment

Day is biodiversity – a concern that is both

urgent and existential. Recent events, from

bushfires in Brazil, the United States, and

Australia to locust infestations across East

Africa – and now, a global disease

pandemic – demonstrate the

interdependence of humans and the webs

of life, in which they exist.

Our dependence on biodiversity is absolute,

from the foods we eat, the air we breathe,

the water we drink and the climate that

makes our planet habitable. All of these

come from nature.

In support of this year’s biodiversity theme

Digby Wells continues to provide services

aimed at assisting our clients to reduce

their impact on biodiversity and better

understand and manage their biodiversity

dependencies. In so doing we assist our

clients in managing their biodiversity

related business risks.
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